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master, the more I dwelt on it, the more exquisite it seemed to

become. York Minster, the finest of English Gothic buildings,

is perhaps equally impressive on a first survey; 'but it exhibits

no such soul of beauty as one dwells upon it,- it lacks the

halo that forms around the dome of St. Paul's. I was not

particularly struck by the New Houses of Parliament. They

seem prettily got up to order, on. a rich pattern, that must have

cost the country a vast deal per yard; and have a great many

little bits of animation in them, which remind one of the

communities of lives that dwell in compound corals, or of the

divisible life, everywhere diffused and nowhere concentrated,

that resides in poplars and willows; but they want the one

animating soul characteristic of the superior natures. Unlike

the master-erection of Wren, they will not breathe out beauty
into the minds of the future, as pieces of musk continue to

exhale their odor for centuries.

I walked through Poets' Corner, and saw many a familiar

name on the walls: among others, the name of Dryden, familiar

because he himself had made it so; and the name of Shadwell,

familiar because he had quarrelled with Dryden. There also

.[ found the sepulchral slab of old cross John Dennis, famous

for but his warfare with Pope and Addison; and there, too, the

statue of Addison at full length, not far from the periwigged.

effigy of the bluff English admiral that had furnished him with

so good a joke. There, besides, may be seen the marble of the

ancient descriptive poet Drayton; and there the bust of poor

eccentric Goldie, with his careless Irish face, who thought

Drayton had no claim to such an honor, but whose own claim

has been challenged by no one. I had no strong emotions to

exhibit when pacing along the pavement in this celebrated

place, nor would I have exhibited them if I had: and yet I did

feel that I had derived much pleasure in my time from the me
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